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About This Game

Shattered God is a 2D Action-RPG that builds upon the classics, but introduces new ideas for a fresh experience.

Made with its unique, fun gameplay as the main focus, it'll surely impress, challenge and surprise you with its many interesting
mechanics, features and content.

Unique battle system that's challenging, fun, and player-skill based. Do you want to kill the final boss with a level 1
character? You can!

New Chat and NPC system that'll have you piecing together the lore and backstory of the world with what you get out of
the people you meet. If they know about it, and feel like telling you, of course.

Your choices truly affect the story, determining not only what ending you get, but also how the adventure itself plays out,
with exclusive party members, bosses, challenges, etc.

Over 40 enemies, including 15+ bosses, to battle! No enemy feels the same, as they all have their own attacks, spells,
abilities, special attributes and even AI. Not even the recolors fight the same!

60 different Spells and over 45 special Artifacts to collect! Spells and Weapons are all equally powerful, and there's no
weakness system, so use what you like best and is better suited for the situation.
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More than 10 dungeons, some being completely optional.

4 party members, each with their own abilities, spells, weapons and dialogue. Some of them can even leave you based on
what you do throughout your adventure.

3 different endings with variations based on what you did and who's with you when the journey's over.

New Game Plus, with increased difficulty, that keeps everything you obtained from your previous adventure, letting you
choose a different story path to take and granting access to new areas.

We're a very small team of passionate creators, and we hope you enjoy our dream project. Thanks a lot!

TRADING CARDS ARE READY FOR WHEN STEAM ALLOWS THEM!
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I may have not played long but from the little i played i think i can say something about the gam because it isn't that advanced
mechanicaly

The game and the idead show a little potential but the execution ends up not that interesting
First the gameplay loop in the beginning isn't that enjoyable and get verry repetetive verry quickly and I don't feel that I learn
anything either. Like i don't get enough context about what the Html elements do. maybe it's just me that want a little
background as to exactly what every element actually is because the game doesn't really make that clear. So according to me it's
not a good learning tool

Something that didn't ruin the game but i found a bit strange was that the game didn't show you what you were supposed to do at
the start of the level but you had to press a button show it which is a bitt of a strange design that easily fixable

I think the idea is good and i would really like something that achieves that but this game does not sadly so that's why i can't
recomend it. Intriguing puzzles.
Arrange the Letters within limited moves.

Well Playable.

. Easy to get into, simple flight model, and gameplay aspects that encourage you to take advantage of the simplistic model and
fly like you're in a Hollywood flick about air pirates in the early 20th century. If you liked Twisted Metal 2 and Crimson Skies,
you will like this.. This Game is a Blast !!! If you played H1Z1 (Just Survive) this could be your next home. The game is still in
Early Access sure theres some glitches But over all this is FUN and the Base building is different (You have to fix the Generator
and then fight waves of Zombie trying to smash it once you have occupied it its not over you have to protect it ) Get your group
for this one this is not a Lonewolf Game !!! ( Hint the Doors in the School can only be opened once you have occupied it) Have
Fun and I hope this helps Good Luck !!!!. I don't know whats going on but it feels good
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I enjoyed Chapter 2 even more than Chapter 1, although there were a few extra typos especially toward the end.
If you enjoy visual novels, especially if steampunk-dystopia appeals as a setting, this is worth a read. (Note that my playing time
is much higher than actual game time, as usual.)

The addition of semi-sort-of hidden object scenes (a handful of them) was a bit odd, and in retrospect I hope that they were
intended to be "interactive" more than actual HO puzzle scenes, since they were easy and a little distracting. On the other hand,
had the scenes been a little better crafted, they might have worked. My own sense is that they should have stuck with the picture
puzzle woodblock games, which are quiet, relaxing, and already part of the overarching story. I like HO scenes, and with care,
they could add them as a feature. However, until \/ unless better developed, I'm not sold on the addition.

Overall, a good game, and I found it worth the price of admission, although I got both chapters on sale. The art and story in
Chapter 2 is better than in Chapter 1. I agree with the reviewer who commented that a strong editor would have helped the
dialogue, but it didn't bother me enough not to recommend the game (even though editing is my own forte). A last note: I'm
enjoying getting to know the characters a bit better!. Is like a worse, and horrible looking version of Wakfu. And only an
extremely small portion of the game is avaliable to those without a subscription.
Worst FPS ever.. trully the dumbest game ever !!!!!!!!!. RECCOMENDED but with caution
It works well just as I expected for that reason I cannot give it a negative review. I would recommend it if it doesen't make you
sick. But it is not for me within a few minuites of playing Skyrim I started to get motion sickness something I've not
experienced in VR before needless to say I'll be refunding it. I suppose if it works without causing sickness though it's great..
Too much achievements
11/10. Since I've only just gotten it, I'll play further at a later point and edit this review as needed. For now, I will say that I sort
of liked my time with Killers and Thieves, and while it has issues(Mainly the lack of tutorial, questionable controls,and
civilian/guards being incredibly simple), it is still decent, though very much overpriced for what it does at this point.
Edit: Further playing reveals a much greater problem still- A complete lack of replayability. Once you've seen one or two
randomly generated maps, you've seen it all. There doesn't seem to be much more than that, not even story wise.
After a few more hours of trying, it feels very much like a flash game with a great concept and no substance. it's neat and has
potential, but it will never realize that potential and become great. Quite sad, but that's how many great concepts go.

My time with it is best summed up by analogy;
You get yourself a new bathtub installed, paid for it and finally want to use it to relax. You step in and the bathtub is too small
for you to fit in it, so you awkwardly stand in it trying to take a shower. Then you get a phonecall. The shower was nice, but it
only just started and now you're interupted. The phone call was someone trying to order a pizza with the wrong number. You go
back to your shower and try to enjoy it when you get called again. someone else trying to order a pizza. This repeats for a few
hours and you never get the water to heat up so you have to just take a cold shower and then you turn it off and go do something
else. All the while you're left thinking about the wonderful warm bath you've been promised.

Original review follows;
Killers and Thieves puts the player in control of a medieval thieves' guild, an interesting idea that might have needed a bit more
explaining and working out. As it stands, it is still worth looking at, but it does feel like it could have used a bit more thought at
a lot of points.

The story seems pretty good, but the day to day business of robbing places, training your thieves and selling loot feels like it is
lacking a bit and often feels clumsy and obtuse. The controls for your thieves are not very intuitive, and the stealth system not
regenerating any points once you've lost them makes it impossible to enter stealth again after being spotted.

But that is just one of the systems that feels too simple to me. Perhaps I just expected too much, but so far I've not yet found
any unique looking maps. Everything appears to be randomised, even the story missions I've found thus far. While it seems like
a lot of effort was put in the presentation, into looks and mood, into the story itself and the concept, it doesn't seem like this
effort was placed on connecting the story to the game. An early example is a story mission telling me to rob a place to put
pressure on someone, the map was randomly generated, so I just went in and stole a bunch of stuff. With multiple houses there,
I had no idea where I was supposed to go. But it turned out the answer was "Anywhere", as stealing from any of the houses
counted. Then in a the story afterward the man's house was robbed, yet I couldn't picture the house as everything seemed to just
be randomly generated.

While the graphics are good with a consistent, pleasant to look at style that isn't difficult to tell guards and loot apart from the
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background, the sound is maybe a bit too simple, with music and soundbites seemingly repeated over and over. This got a bit
annoying after a while, which I found to detract from the general experience. They can certainly use more variety for the audio.

Guard AI, for a stealth based game, is fairly important. It is then sad that it is so simplistic. Guards seem to move at random, and
stand still at random. This means that if you're unlucky, you're going to be stuck in a room for a long time waiting for the guards
to move away. They often patrol in buildings randomly, wandering through bedrooms of slums and standing at random
staircases in the middle of a house. There doesn't seem to be any sense, which leads me to believe the guard patrols are probably
also randomly generated.

The RPG elements are slow, and you will need to level up a lot in order to get the training points needed to make your thieves
capable of doing their job properly, and even then there are often not many ways you can use the skills in the maps as they are,
even if you actively look for them. I like the idea of growing my band of thieves from poorly skilled randoms from the street to
a group of elite heisters, but the leveling up, learning of skills and trying to make thieves better just doesn't seem to matter most
of the time. Not to mention that it takes forever to get even the slightest upgrade.

It feels like they've had a great idea, but didn't really know how to turn it into a great game. So they got a story that seems good
so far, and they've made some gameplay for it. But they don't seem to have really made it fit well together with the story, and
the gameplay elements often appear to conflict in their goals. The numerous flaws in the game seem to break immersion quite
often, and the sheer randomness of everything makes planning impossible. Controlling four thieves at the same time with the
clumsy controls means you're likely to just leave three outside and use one at a time.

I like the idea, I like the art, and it seems like a lot of work went into the story. But the gameplay feels lacking in many ways. It
is essentially the looting and exploration part of This War of Mine with slight changes to it, randomly generated every time and
with an overworld system that doesn't seem to really do much anyway. Many things regarding the gameplay feel like they've not
been thought about, leading to what feels like a patchwork of mechanics and systems that interact at times, but never truly work
together to provide a great immersive and challenging experience.
It is worth getting and playing at some point, and you may very well end up enjoying it like I do. But I can see that it has big
issues that would make it a frustrating and poor experience for many, so definitely do not get it at full price.. This is not a good
game. It has great voice acting, and I like the art style (although it isn't for everyone). But the negatives outweigh the positives.
Like a lot of other users, I couldn't get it to display in full screen. Almost all of the characters have full voice overs, but there are
only five characters including the protagonist, and both voice actors are playing two characters each, a fact that really stands out
with the little sister character. There are so few CGs that they didn't bother with a proper gallery; the in-game interface is really
bare-bones. Worst of all, though, is the story.

The story for Kokonoe Kokoro could have been lifted from any other visual novel and nothing would change. All of the
characters are monsters, but the only time that actually matters is in the endings; until that point you could replace the characters
with anything and it would be the same, cookie-cutter, mass-produced Girl Next Door plot. Your bland protagonist is an
unlikable pervert who spends the whole first chapter gawking at his childhood friend. I can only assume this started recently,
because if I was her I would have ditched him years ago. He's terrible! And when he's not having inner monologues about the
shape of her breasts or how he wants to spank her butt (really), he's dismissive of everything she says. Why couldn't Shounen
Best Friend be the protagonist? Let me play as him!

I was looking forward to this because it looked weird. It turned out to be more of the same.. Don't play much Indie games but
this seems good, very creative things to do, only 1 hour with the game so far, still exploring more but with only about 14$, i
recommend it!. The game looks great, it came along way from the last time i played it. I believe it has a lot of potential. I would
note that the lighting need more work and the tutorial include how to navigating and use the tools.. a game u might miss
a game u will never miss
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